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AREP is a multidisciplinary architectural, urban development, engineering and consulting firm.

AREP’s expertise is based on the work, creativity and talents of a group of 500 professionals of 20 different nationalities: urban planners, architects, designers, engineers, technicians, quantity surveyors, economists ...

AREP designs and builds worldwide, for state and local public authorities, railway companies, institutional investors as well as for private clients.

AREP is a 100% subsidiary of French Railways SNCF and part of the SNCF Station Directorate Gares & Connexions.

AREP is based in Paris, with offices in Beijing, Hanoi and Moscow.

AREP’s turnover in 2012 was around 55 M€.

AREP is certified ISO 9001.
The company

Ramses II station square and urban development, Cairo, Egypt

XiZhiMen station and CBD, Beijing, China

Vung Tau urban development, Vietnam

Financial Tower, Ho-Chi-Minh City, Vietnam
AREP has developed projects and consultancy in Europe, North America, North Africa, the Middle-East and Asia

The company > Designing spaces for people on the move
Shanghai South station, China
Qing Dao HSR station, China (under construction)
AREP Projects in Russia

Компания

The company

Moscou
Tver
Volgograd
Astrakhan
Krasnodar
St Petersburg
Ekaterinburg
Krasnoyarsk
Irkutsk
Khabarovsk
Vladivostok

AREP Projects in Russia
The company

Skolkovo Innovation Center master plan, Russia
Volgograd station, Russia

Astrakhan station development, Russia

Rizhsky station development, Moscow, Russia

Krasnodar station commercial development, Russia
Компания

The company

Moscow Kazansky station commercial development, Russia
GREATER PARIS BY TRAIN
Coherence with the national rail and HSR networks
Intermodality
Greater Paris Transport Development Scheme – Le Bourget Metropolitan hub and site development, France
Greater Paris Transport Development Scheme – Le Bourget Metropolitan hub and site development, France
Greater Paris Transport Development Scheme – Le Bourget Metropolitan hub and site development, France
Greater Paris Transport Development Scheme – Le Bourget Metropolitan hub and site development, France
Paris St Denis Stade de France RER B station, Paris region, France
Scénario 1 – vues 3D
Scénario 1 – vues 3D
Paris St Denis Stade de France RER B station, France
Greater Paris Transport Development Scheme – St Denis-Pleyel Metropolitan hub and site development, France
Greater Paris Transport Development Scheme – St Denis-Pleyel Metropolitan hub and site development, France
Greater Paris Transport Development Scheme – St Denis-Pleyel Metropolitan hub and site development, France
Greater Paris Transport Development Scheme – St Denis-Pleyel Metropolitan hub and site development, France
Greater Paris Transport Development Scheme – St Denis-Pleyel Metropolitan hub and site development, France
Paris-Nord / Paris Est : Magenta RER E station
Paris-Nord / Paris Est : Magenta RER E station
Paris-Haussmann Saint Lazare RER E station
RER E west extension, Paris La Defense CBD station, France
Lieusaint-Moissy station, Paris region, France
Lieusaint-Moissy station, Paris region, France
Lieusaint-Moissy station, Paris region, France
Lieusaint-Moissy station, Paris region, France
Conclusions

- Metropolitan stations are urban projects
- Stations are complex projects with many interfaces
- Rail infrastructure & stations have to be designed together
- Study methodology : iterative approach, project centred
- Necessity of public outreach & discussion
- Optimizing : intermodality, public space, commerce & services plus offices, hotels, housing, ...
- Modern metropolitain stations become the centers of their districts, new centres of urban & civic life !
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